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Welcome! This is my first quarterly review. I was hired in November and since that time we have been doing a lot of work to launch this project. But why are 
we bothering?



Why an outreach pilot?

• Searching for new ways to get students to 
contribute content. 

• Question: will students contribute good 
content during their extracurricular time as 
part of a student club? 

• Goal: content production! 

• Vehicle: content gaps. 

• Wiki Ed is an organization that innovates 
and tries new things.

Idea sparked by LiAnna and Frank - will students edit outside the classroom? Believed if we targeted high achieving students, we could find some 
Wikipedians in our midst! 



Outreach & 
Recruitment



Student Group Outreach 

University of Arizona GeoClub, field trip to Kartchner 
Caverns State Park 
Photo by Shaunna Morrison CCbySA4.0 





By the numbers

Total outreach from Dec 2014-March 2015:  

• 190 student clubs 

• Response Rate: 30/190, or 16%  

• Conversion Rate: 4/190, or 2% 

• A/B test 

Goal: 16 clubs  

• Conversion Rate would have been 8.5%

All outreach was done through cold emails. I believed when starting the project that if we wanted to get student clubs on board before February, I had to 
focus my energies on high numbers in order to convert. 

Ran A,B email test in Dec & early Jan. Long versus short emails. Saw by the end of January that only 1 person had replied to the B test (long email) while 18 
others had replied to the A test (short email). Disbanded the B test email with student clubs. 

Visiting campuses over the holidays wasn’t an option. Most schools didn’t get into session before end of Jan. 

Set the initial goal of working with 16 student clubs over the term. Early milestone was to have all 16 confirmed by the end of January, but we just weren’t 
seeing the response rate we wanted. Extended the goal to February and expanded our outreach to include honor societies and continued communication 
with new and old student clubs… 



Honor Society Outreach 

Once we realized we weren’t having a great response rate from student clubs, we decided to more formally pursue help from the honor societies they 
worked with. 

Wanted to have a significant proportion of our outreach to be aimed at honor societies explicitly - the original goal of this being the “high achieving 
students pilot”



By the numbers

Total outreach from January 2015-March 
2015: 24 honor societies 

• 49/190 student clubs, or 25% 

• Response Rate: 11/24 or 45.8% 

• Conversion Rate (outreach): 6/24 or 25% sent out 
newsletter or email blasts on our behalf  

• Conversion Rate (student clubs): 2/24 or 8% actually got 
us in touch with a student club

• 25% of our overall student club outreach was to honor society chapters.
•of the 24 honor societies we reached out to, 11 responded and engaged with us. 
•25% of them reached out to their students on our behalf in some way. (Upsilon Pi Epsilon, Pi Alpha Xi, NCA, Beta Phi Mu, Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 

AIGA)
•2/24 are considering hosting us at their national conventions over the summer (NSCS, Sigma Alpha)
•Total: 8/24 or 33% supported our project
•2/24 actually got us in direct contact with a student club



Student Clubs

Swing the messaging away from our work and onto the work of students. 



Berkeley Water Group Idea Lab & California 
Water joint field trip 



Content Goals

Used the content improvement index (on the office wiki) 
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Frank and I set some content goals to help compare the clubs even though they were working on different projects. This is an experimental process based 
on the content improvement index on the office wiki, which I’ve tried to capture here. 





University of Arizona GeoClub
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Met on Feb 27th, did initial workshop & field trip 

The University of Arizona GeoClub is a graduate student club studying geologic sciences in many forms. 

13 students on the dashboard

Met them in person once for two day event





GeoClub continued… 

One of our students, for example, helped expand the page on Lanthanite as well as pages on Mixite, and Agardite. She also created the page for 
Kovdorskite. All of these pages now include significant improvements to referencing and sourcing, as well as a couple photos from their mineral lab on 
campus. 



UC Berkeley, Berkeley Water 
Group Idea Lab
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Met on Feb 23rd for first workshop, field trip on 4/4, second 
workshop held on 4/6 directly following field trip. 

11 students on the dashboard

Have been working with this group since Feb 23rd. Recently hosted a field trip with their club, that was co-attended by students from a class studying 
California Water. That class is now on our course page system. 

A few students have already started to upload photos from our field trip this weekend and a new page has been created for the delta cross channel facility 
we visited. Excited to see where their work goes! 





BWGIL editing

Created the page for the Delta Cross Channel as well as uploaded the photo of the Pardee Dam on the Pardee Dam page!



Upcoming clubs

• May 7th, UCSB Art, Design, & Architecture 
Museum Club 

• May 11th 

• Oregon State Pi Alpha Xi Horticulture 
Club 

• Oregon State Hydrophiles 

• TBD, UC Davis BioTech club



Clubs we did not pursue

• Climatepedia 

• Stanford CISAC



Learnings: You 
don’t know what 
you don’t know.



Recruitment

1. Timing is everything!

Outreach in December we felt was problematic because of the holidays. Students were not on their emails. 

Some follow up I did with the honor societies showed that most create their year long student programs over the summer, so while our outreach in the 
Spring was appreciated, it was hard to implement due to demand on student schedules. 



Engagement

1. Excitement doesn’t equal action. 

2. Expectation setting…how much is too much? 

3. Focus on the story. 

1) students who I had the chance to follow up with all seemed engaged and excited during our conversations. Every club I’ve talked to we have decided 
to pursue! Honor societies on the other hand, ALL seem to think this is a great project for students. However, very few were willing to get us in 
contact with students. I believe that they genuinely were excited, but that concerns about student privacy and also creating demands on students 
during the year were primary road blocks. 

2) Because these students have no incentive to participate except their own volition, I wanted to make the project as easy as possible. I found the content 
gaps, found some sources, helped plan the field trips. About 40 hours of week per club so far for the two that we’ve worked with. This is not scaleable. 
But how much of this can we put onto the students? We will discuss more in the change ideas section. 

3) During workshops and with phone calls, we have changed our communication strategy to focus on the story. This approach seems to make a difference, 
especially to students who reported in their workshop surveys. 



Partnerships

1. Need mission alignment. 

When finding partners to work with - both clubs, as well as field trip locations and local community partners - we need to focus on mission alignment. 

Kartchner Caverns State park was a location decided upon by myself and the students in Arizona before we had contacted the park. Had some trouble 
getting helpful feedback, getting photography permissions, etc. 

EBMUD on the other hand was extremely helpful. Sent us a book, 35 learning brochures, and had a staff member volunteer their time to meet with our 
students. Excited about the idea of editing and improving community information!



Change ideas

• A new flavor of push: in person outreach 

• Creating some pull: 

• Editing Campaign/Initiatives  

• Individual recruitment 

In the Spring, we did the majority of our outreach online. This was impersonal and felt a bit salesy. Instead of trying to sell our students our project, we 
want to create an opt-in methodology. 

What would this look like?

In the summer and for preparation for the fall, I think we should focus our outreach in person. Attend the conferences. Meet with student body presidents 
and take students out for coffee - tell them why this is cool. 

Bring in the idea of editing campaigns - if we launch a water campaign, what would that look like? Create a sense of community across clubs, make them 
feel a part of something bigger (even outside wikipedia). 

Also incorporate individual recruitment around editing campaigns - do you have something to offer to this topic? Click here to join! 



Feedback

What opportunities can 
you see for this program? 

What opportunities might 
we be missing?

What questions do you have?


